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Mary Arter
"Creating Memories"

This design was created by 
Veruschka Zarate for QuiltCon 

2022 in Phoenix. I practiced 
matchstick quilting on it.



Mary Arter
"Respect the Art"

I made this for this year's 
Cherrywood Challenge. The 

theme was "Graffiti"
 and I had to use these 

fabrics. I combined applique, 
hand and machine, and 

embroidery.



Sherry Smith
Scrap Quilt

I'm teaching my granddaughter, 
Bridgette age 11, to hand quilt. She 

helped me with 3 baby quilts I made 
for her triplet cousins who arrived in 
March. These are scrappy projects 

from the leftover fabric. Hand 
quilting gives me great peace and a 

feeling of accomplishment when 
something of beauty is created.



Hiroko Moriwaki
From Sandy Corbin's "My Basket Collection" 

Workshop in 2017. 

I enjoyed her workshop very much. I used 
Japanese fabrics and embroidered a crane and 
my family crest. I changed to a branch instead 

of her vines. 



Susan Ritschel
"Starburst”

This pattern is by 
Tula Pink.                     

I completed it 
recently after having 

the pattern and 
fabric for a few 

years. I'm so happy I 
did. After listening to 

our speaker, Sandy 
Corbin, I'm very 

happy this quilt has  
a fun border. 



Katy Lillie
"Unicorns for Charlotte”

Charlotte is leaving the pre-school 
building and heading to Kindergarten in 
the Fall. She wanted a pink and purple 
quilt with unicorns. A kit with a panel 

with coordinating fabrics was seen and 
bought. She will get  this right away.



Katy Lillie
"Stars Over Provo” 

This is a wedding quilt 
for our niece who got 

married on May 8, also 
the anniversary of Mark 
and me. She chose the 
fabrics and the pattern, 

"Stars Over Mitford." 
The fabrics came from 
my stash, Etsy, eBay.  

One fabric came from 
Australia. There are 24 

pieces in each block for a 
total of 1856 pieces 

excluding the borders. 
Karen Wendel will be 

quilting this and it will be 
delivered soon.



Adela Carrete
“Red, White and Blue Flower Quilt” 

This is a sampler, a fun mini quilt.



Vickie Janis
Fourth of July Tailgate

I purchased the panel last recently on the 
Central Coast Shop Hop. My baby boy turned 
40 this week so instead of a birthday card, I 

made a quick quilt. Hard to believe he's forty?! 
The border fabrics were in my stash. I bought 

the minky backing on the way home.
The Central Coast Quilt Shop Hop is a fun trip 

with 9 shops. It can be done in a day. We spent 
the night in Paso Robles and cruised home the 

next day. Bus trip, ladies?



Barbara Seidel
Happy Hearts

I begged Nancy Pestal to sell me this quilt top 
since she won it at the silent auction. Jay and I 
did the Central Coast Quilters' Run. I found the 

backing fabric at Atascadero SewFun Quilt 
Shop. It is flannel and has all the colors of the 
top. Best part, I didn't have to make the top.  
Jay quilted it with different heart patterns in 

the borders and center. Plus he put the binding 
on for me. Love it and Love him!


